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Kodiak island bear guides

Kodiak Island Brown Bear (Ursus Arctos Middindorfi) is located throughout the Kodiak archipelago. This group of islands stretches from north to south at a distance of almost 150 miles and from west to east almost 50 miles. These different islands vary in topography and vegetation from rainforest to tundra. From our location we hunt four of the largest islands
in the group: Kodiak, Afognak, Raspberry and Whale Islands. An Alaskan registered guide can register no more than three areas of use of the guide annually throughout the state of Alaska. We make our home here on kodiak island and have been hunting Kodiak and surrounding islands exclusively for over 20 years. We select three areas of use of the guide
that are literally straight from our back door. For anyone looking for a trophy for life we can offer the benefits of our local knowledge, our acute understanding of the game we watch, our knowledge of the areas we hunt, and our understanding of the timing that is most important for a successful excursion. Combine these facts with our strong desire to provide
each client we lead on the ground with the highest quality outdoor experience. Whether it's on a big game hunting, fishing trip or waterfowl hunt, you have a surefire recipe for success! The population of brown bears on kodiak island is very stable Alaska Department of Fish &amp; Game has found that our brown bear populations actually grow throughout the
island and proposes increasing the level of harvest of these bears at the northern end of the islands, which are the areas we hunt. Kodiak Island Brown Bear Hunting Permits are only accessible through a state-wide drawing lottery. The application process for this drawing is very simple and can even be done online. It's part of your guide's job description to
help you with this task. Here on kodiak island it is mandatory that all guides who want to conduct Kodiak Island Brown Bear hunts under this Game Management Unit (#8) be pre-registered for the areas that we intend to hunt. Each of us cannot submit more applications for our clients' permits than the total number of permits that will be issued. In this way, one
guide cannot submit a billion names and anyone who enters has a real chance of being drafted. Kodiak Island Brown Bear Hunting Spring is perhaps the greatest trophy hunting experience that North America has to offer. The Spring Kodiak Island Brown Bear Hunting Season opens April 1 and closes April 15. Both of our hunts are 15-day hunts: April 15-May
29 and May 1-15. The start of hunting 15 days after the season opens is beneficial for our hunters in two primary ways. The first advantage is that our spring weather usually starts to really accelerate or about mid-April. The second advantage is that, after 15 December 2004, the Commission has not yet been in a member of the European Union. There are
approximately two to three golden weeks hunting during kodiak island spring season brown bear. During this period we see an ever increasing number of bears freshly edied from their dens every day. The greater the number of bears we see each day, the greater the chance that the next bear they saw will be the well-furred trophy you are looking for. Access
to hunting grounds from our starting point here in Port Lions with several modes of transport. The main mode of transport is our ship Amy Lorese 40'. This vessel is very well equipped and incredibly worthy of the sea. We are able to use this ship as a base camp when hunting the two areas we use. This allows for a very comfortable hunt with almost all the
comforts of home. We also use this ship to transport to and from our favorite camping sites. These camps are strategically located in areas known to have the highest bear sightings in our hunting grounds. Our traditional camps use heated wall tents, comfortable cots and plenty of indoor hall areas to store our basic facilities out of the weather. Other modes of
transport include small on-board motor skiffs (useful for beach access) and all off-road vehicles (useful for accessing camps that are very far from the coast). Kodiak Island Fall Brown Bear Hunting is also an incredible North American trophy hunting experience. Autumn Kodiak Island Brown Bear Hunting Season runs October 25 through November 25th.
During this season every day is getting a little shorter and the bears are retreating to their dens. This is for tougher hunting, but in my opinion the autumn Kodiak Island Brown Bear after feeding salmon all summer is a fine trophy before it can be achieved. With the autumn season being as late as it is, the fur of these bears is also because by the time we start
hunting. When a bear of appropriate size is spotted, one does not have to worry about the condition of the skin. Our autumn season also has other interesting points for trophy hunters. The island of Kodiak and all the islands of its archipelago are home to a very large population of Sitka Blacktail. These close cousins columbia blacktail and coastal blacktail not
only grow bigger here on kodiak island than anywhere else, but also better tasting than any other venison. The #1 SCI Sitka Blacktail buck has been taken in one of the areas we hunt. Sitka Blacktail Deer on the island of Kodiak to start its rut on or about November 1. This timing coincides with our Fall Brown Bear Hunting season. We'll usually just focus on
winning the Brown Bear trophy before continuing to make a good buck. However, if a hunter is lucky enough to have a chance to record a book buck we will often switch gears to watch one of these fine trophies. Pricing information and other details on any of the sea duck hunts, Sitka Blacktail deer fishing, brown bear hunting and any other large game hunts
offered by Kodiak Wilderness Adventures are available at Hunting Packages Prices and page details. Do you want to hunt a brown bear on Kodiak Island this year? We only have a few seats left and a small deposit of $2,500 you book! This is a 10-day fully managed one-on-one KODIAK BROWN Bear hunt. The hunting dates for these openings will be
approximately 15.15.20208 to 5.15.2020 for the spring season. Or you can book for PRIME time to get to autumn bear hunting events on Kodiak around 10/25/2020 until 11/15/2020 (estimated dates). If you are not able to hunt during the 2020 season, this is not a problem. We are currently accepting bookings for the 2021 Kodiak Island Brown Bear Hunts for
the same price! We offer these amazing draw hunts for an incredible price of just $16,500. The only additional costs are your Alaska hunting license, Brown Bear Tag and hotel the night before and after hunting. All transportation to kodiak island, including all air charters to and from the camp are included in the price. All you have to arrange is to travel from
your hometown to Kodiak (ADQ) and we'll take you from there! *We are now booking spring and autumn hunts for 2020. Some weeks are already booked, so contact us now for availability. We're requesting a $2,500 deposit that reserves space and locks the 2020 hunting price in 2021, so be sure to book early. This is excellent value for quality brown bear
hunting! The spring request for a draw for Kodiak Brown Bear is in the fall with a December 15 deadline. Autumn draw request for Brown Bear's Kodiak spring with a deadline of May 15. * Sieves Blacktail Deer can also be hunted during your Fall Brown Bear Hunt. Find out with us about adding Blacktail Deer to your hunting trip! Hunting Kodiak bears is a
unique privilege. Given the global importance of these bears and the restrictive rules governing Kodiak bear hunting, it is important that you learn as much as possible before applying for hunting or being cross-ed. This guide answers some of the most frequently asked questions about kodiak bear hunting. What paperwork do I need to hunt Kodiak Brown
bears? If you want to hunt Kodiak brown bears, you need a valid Alaskan hunting license, a big game tag record, a brown bear locking tag, and a registration and/or drawing permit for the area you plan to hunt. If you are not an Alaskan resident, you will also need proof that you will follow a registered guide or relative in the second degree of a relative. We
strongly urge non-residents to agree with a qualified wildlife guide before applying for kodiak bear hunting. What is the difference between a registration permit and a drawing permit? During the autumn (RB230) and spring (RB260) seasons, bear hunting registration permits are issued along the Kodiak Road System Registration Hunt. These permits can only
be obtained by hunters who register in person at Kodiak's ADF&amp;G office during normal working hours (8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday, except an unlimited number of registration permits and may be obtained by residents or non-residents. Drawing permits are permits issued for the hunting of bears in all other parts of Game Management Unit 8
(Kodiak Archipelago). There are 31 hunting areas, and hunts are further broken down by season and hunting stay (DB101 - 293), with a total of 496 permits issued annually. Most of these permits are issued to hunters selected in the lottery. Nonresidents who do not fish with an Alaskan relative must make arrangements with a qualified wildlife guide before
applying for any Kodiak bear hunt. A limited number are also available for nonresident client guides with exclusive use of areas at the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge. The information and applications are contained in the Appendix to the hunting permit, which is distributed at the end of October. This newspaper is available online, as well as at ADF&amp;G
offices and at licensees across the state. Applications must be submitted during the application period for spring and autumn and non-resident spring hunts. The results of these hunts are available until the third Friday in February. There is a separate online deadline for applications for directed non-resident brown bear hunts, which must be identified by 31
December 2013 at the latest. If non-resident hunters consider a hunting application for drawing, they must also submit a complete guide agreement to our Kodiak office before the application deadline. Who needs a guide? All hunters who are not residents of Alaska are required to have a guide. Nonresidents who can use either a resident relative (second
degree relative) or a registered large game guide accompany them in the area. Second stage of the twine means father, mother, brother, sister, son, daughter, husband, grandparent, grandchild, sister-in-law or sister-in-law, son-in-law or son-in-law, mother-in-law or mother-in-law, stepfather, half-brother, stepson or stepdaughter (5 AAC 92.990). Where can I
get information about bear hunting guides? Non-residents should contact one or more guides who are registered to fish in areas they wish to fish in before applying for a drawing. Individual guides are limited by the number of agreements between the guide and the client that they can submit by area and must be registered in the hunting area at the time the
contract is signed. Many of the hunting areas in the Kodiak archipelago are located in exclusive guide areas that can already be booked years in advance. Updates on guides are available at: Alaska Department of Community and Economic Development Division Professional Licensing P.O. Box 110806 Juneau, AK 99811-0806 Phone (907) 465-2543
www.commerce.state.ak.us/occ/apps/GuiUseReg.cfm What does Kodiak bear hunting cost? Costs are dictated by the distance you have from your hunting area as you plan to get there, what equipment needs to be purchased, and a host of others unique to your situation. Situation. are any of the fixed costs: Hunting License Alaska resident = $45
Nonresident = $160 Nonresident Alien = $630 Bear Tag Alaska Residence = $25 Nonresident (Alaska Military) = $25 Nonresident = $1,000 Nonresident Alien = 1.30 $0 Land Use Fees Public Land = Free Private Land = $200 – $1,200 Guide Fees $10,000 – $22,000 Taxidermy Fees $1,000 – $7,000 Access to the Fishing Area The weight of the aircraft
includes passengers and equipment. Floatplane (varies by aircraft type) 800 lbs =~$400/hour, 1,200lbs=$500-$600/hour. Boat (daily rate) $ 500 - $ 1200 / person When are the hunting season and what are the limits of the bag? There are 2 bear hunting seasons each year. Spring season is open from 1 April to 15 May. The autumn season is from 25 October
to 30 November. The bag limit is one bear (either gender) every four years. Juveniles and females accompanied by juveniles must not be taken. Once a bear is hit by a bullet or arrow, the hunter is not allowed to continue with another bear in game 8 management for the rest of the regulatory year. Are there any other special requirements? The rules on big
game hunting are published each year by the Alaska Department of Fish &amp; Game and are available free of charge at ADF&amp;G offices, licensees and . Here are some limitations for Kodiak bear hunters: Get permission in person at the ADF&amp;G office in Kodiak before entering the field. Hunting times are limited to one 15-day consecutive hunting
period declared when a permit is picked up (registration of hunts is excluded). All hunters must buy and check out at the Kodiak .m ADF&amp;G office during normal working hours. You must not hunt a brown bear with the help or use of a dog. You must not use bait when hunting brown bears. When hunting bears, you must not use artificial light, night vision
equipment, laser sighting devices or radio communication. You must not shoot at, from or through the drive surfaces of any built path. Once a bear is hit by a bullet or arrow, the hunter is not allowed to continue with another bear in game 8 management for the rest of the regulatory year. The skins and skulls of the collected bears must be saved, the meat
does not. All brown bears killed in Game Management Unit 8 must be sealed off by ADF&amp;G employees in Kodiak before leaving the island. How do I get to Kodiak? Alaska Airlines and Era Aviation have regular flights to and from Anchorage. State ferries Tustumena and Kennicott arrive on the island from Whittier and Homer several times a week.
Access to the hunting area Bear hunters at Kodiak are lucky to have many transport options depending on what hunting area they choose to hunt. Most bear hunters at Kodiak use air charters (floats) to lakes or protected coves boats are also popular with hunters who fly to remote villages regularly scheduled Several charter ships are licensed large game
transporters and can pick up and drop off hunters in areas with good maritime access. The Kodiak road hunting area is easily accessible by lorries, walking and/or off-road vehicles. It is the hunter's responsibility to research land ownership before going abroad. Public lands that include state and federal lands are rich in the archipelago, but there is also private
land that may have no misdemeanor status or access fee attached. Kodiak soil condition = www.dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/planning/easmtatlas/kodiak Afognak soil condition = www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=accessbrochures.afognak Is bear hunting better in spring or autumn? Spring hunting has the advantage of longer days. Bears are easier to find
because vegetation usually isn't leafed out, and hiking is easier before heavy grass growth and brush begins. In some years you will need snowshoes. Spring skins have longer hair, but are more likely to rub than autumn skins. The chances of adopting a large male bear are slightly better in spring, while during autumn there are more lone females and recently
weaned young bears. In autumn bears usually have more shiny, uniform coats. The hunting time is shorter due to reduced daylight in autumn, but the open season for deer, elk, goats and small game hunting offers opportunities for combined hunts. What are my chances of success, and where are the biggest bears found? Bear hunter success averages 35%
for Alaska residents and 75% for managed non-residents hunting have a slight advantage over autumn hunts. The average bear density on Kodiak Island is approximately 1 bear/2.5 m². Much higher seasonal density occurs near salmon streams, tidal flats and other preferred feeding areas. Trophy class bears have been taken in almost every drainage on
the Kodiak and Afognak Islands. The large male bear may have a range exceeding 100 mi², which could include parts of several adjacent hunting permit areas. For example, during the spring of 2005 hunt, bears with skull sizes exceeding 28 were killed in the following hunting areas: Sharatin Bay, Aliulik Peninsula, Uganik Lake, Deadman Bay, Frazer Lake,
Zachar Bay, Three Saints Bay, Karluk Lake, South Spiridon Bay and Sturgeon River. Where can I expect to find bears? Brown bears start emerging from dens in early April, and in late May most of them are active. Generally adult males come from the den in front of younger bears and sows with cubs. When bears first appear, they can stay close to dens for
a few days before starting traveling and feeding. Bears can travel several miles along snowy ridges and mountains before descending into valleys and slopes beneath the snowline. The south-facing slopes, the lower parts of the sewer system and the tidal flats where green vegetation first appears are good places to observe bears in the spring. Bears
sometimes squeaku along beaches for seals, deer and other caries washed away by the tide. During the fall, brown bears feed on roots, and late-spawning salmon. As the season progresses into winter, more bears start searching for denning areas. Brown bears begin entering dens in early November, generally choosing steep slopes at altitudes of 1,000
feet. or more. Bears can be found in almost every habitat in the fall, but their activity drops significantly by mid-late November. What is the best technique for hunting brown bears? Hunting a brown bear requires long hours of patient observation. Locate a slope or prominent knoll where you can see a variety of likely terrain without being conspicuous yourself.
River valleys, open southern slopes, tidal apartments and openings in dense, brushy areas are good bets. Always determine the wind direction and move to the wind to prevent the bear from picking up your scent. Select several alternative observation points that you want to use in different wind directions. If you try to cover too much land on foot, you will
telegraph your scent to every bear in the area. Once you have chosen a good vantage point, make yourself comfortable. Some hunters pack a small pop-up shelter or build a windbreaker. Use binoculars to search probably looking for cover for bear movement. Do not miss any type of cover or terrain. Watch for any suspicious dark spots or unusually shaped
shrubs, logs or rocks. Use the scale of spotting to look at all those suspiciously bearish objects. Spotting the range will also help you decide if the bear is rubbed, and how big it could be. Early morning and late afternoon are the best times to hunt, but bears can be active at any time. If the bear moves fast, do not complain over time after it, but notice where
you last saw it. The bear may reappear in the same vicinity within hours or the following day. Bears rotate their activities between feeding, resting and traveling. Try to predict where the bear's movements will last, and guess where you can capture them. Take advantage of the cover and inconsistencies in the terrain as you approach the place where you
expect to find the bear. Try to keep the wind in your favor as well. How can you guess how big a bear is? There are many clues about the size of a bear, but even the most experienced bear hunters sometimes carry exactly the size of a bear. If two or more different large bears travel together, they are likely to sow with the cubs. The cubs, who are two years
old or older, can be almost as big as their mother. Some cubs lag behind their mother a few hundred meters away, so you should watch the bear long enough to be sure that it does not have cubs. In dense vegetation, small chicks can be difficult to see even when they are traveling near their mother. Some chicks have a lighter-colored fur ring around their
necks or chests. This ring may persist until the third year of the pup's life. During the spring season, if you see two bears, one apparently follows the other, the bear in pursuit is Male. A man's intention can be very obvious. A female may nervous, stop often, and be aggressive when the male is watching too closely. Young bears appear to have large heads
and distinctive ears in relation to their bodies. They also have relatively long legs and gangly walking. Large adult men have blocking properties and undulating walking. Most hunters are looking for an adult male 9'-10. A good way to estimate the size of a bear is to first see the bear standing broadside. Look between the thumb and index finger and section of
the head-neck area of the bear then see how many lengths you can go down the bears body between the shoulders and tail. Since large adult males have longer bodies, you should find that you can go three head-neck lengths on the body of a 9′ + boar. Most large sows have a body length equal to 2 head and neck lengths. To determine the square footage
of the bear hiding, you can first measure through the hide from the longest claw on the left front leg, to the longest claw on the right front leg. Next, measure from the tip of the nose to the bottom of the tail. These measurements are then combined and divided by two to get into the square measurement of the skin. Unfortunately, hide measurements are very
variable depending on whether the skin is fresh, salted or tanned. In many cases, the 10' fresh stash is 10' 10' after the tanning process. The size of the skull is used as standard when measuring the size of a bear. The maximum length (front tooth on the back of the skull) is added to the maximum width (between the cheekbones) to make the total size of the
skull. 28 skull is considered a record book bear, and is roughly analogous to a bear with a 10' hide. An excellent video called Take a Closer Look was produced by the Yukon government to educate hunters and guides on how to judge trophy bears. This video can be found at most Alaskan Department Fish &amp; Game offices, or you can order from the
Yukon Fish &amp; Game Association, Box 4095, Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada YIA 359. What's the best brown bear hunting rifle? The most experienced hunters consider a .30-06 rifle with a 180-grain soft-nose bullet to be the smallest effective caliber for a brown Kodiak bear. 0.300 mag, 0.338 mag., and 0.375 mag. are popular and well-suited calibers.
Waterproof rifle stock is also beneficial during the Kodiak hunt. Don't wait until you get to camp to look in your rifle. A look at the scale and practice of shooting from several positions. Knowing your own abilities is as important as knowing how ballistic your rifle is. Where should I shoot a brown bear to get a clean kill? If the bear is undisturbed, a bullet placed in
the thoracic cavity that hit the heart, liver or lungs should kill the animal cleanly. Some experienced hunters recommend shooting at the front arm to ban the bear. If vital internal organs are also hit, a shoulder shot may not provide a clean kill. A spinal shot will almost always kill or immobilize a bear, but the spine is a difficult target. Don't hesitate Up your first
shot to ensure clean, quick kill. Bullet holes rarely threaten the quality of the skin. If a bear runs or is otherwise disturbed when shot, it can be harder to kill because bear momentum and adrenaline can carry it a good distance before it dies. Shooting a moving bear is bad practice, with a high probability of injuring the animal, and losing it. Head shots are risky
at best, because the skull of a bear is made of a heavy bone, and the actual case of the brain is a small target. The skull is a fine trophy and if damaged, it cannot be entered in the Boone and Crockett Club trophy competition. Long shots should be avoided. Placing an accurate killing shot at a distance exceeding 200 yards is difficult. Experienced hunters
prefer to be within 100 yards of shooting. Always use a resting place for shooting, and if you've just topped the ridge, don't shoot until your breathing returns to normal. If you injure a bear when darkness is approaching, do not try to chase him into a thick cover. Mark the place where she disappeared and start a search at dawn the following day. Injured bears
should be treated with care, as they are dangerous when cornered. Hunters have an ethical and legal responsibility to track every bear that is injured. Once a bear is hit by a bullet or arrow, the hunter is not allowed to continue with another bear in game 8 management for the rest of the regulatory year. Once practical after shooting a bear, you are required to
verify your collection ticket by cutting out the current month and day. How can I tell if the bear is rubbed? Bears that are pouring down their winter coats are considered spawning. Longer guard hairs are the first to expose lighter colored underfur. Be suspicious if the bear's legs and hips are darker than its back and humpt. Another indicator is a dark line that
appears to run down the back bone. Use your spotting area carefully to check to hide the quality before you decide to shoot. How can I skin a bear and preserve the skin? Before you go hunting, visit a taxidermist and explore some bear skins and holders. Ask about skinning procedures and hide care. These tips will improve the quality of your trophy. Skinning
should start immediately to prevent skin disfigurement. If the hiding is not removed, the heat from the bear's body will accelerate bacterial decomposition, causing the hair to slip. If you need to leave the bear overnight before beeping the skin, open the intestinal and thoracic cavities and remove all the viscera. Prop the thoracic cavity open and roll the bear on
to some brush so the air can circulate all over the body. Hide spoilage can occur in a short time, even in freezing temperatures. Typically, a dead bear is rolled on its back and the incision is made from an anu on the chin. The incision is then made along the inside of the hands and feet and is removed from the skeleton. Make sure you leave evidence of sex
naturally attached. The legs are usually removed at the first knee after After removing the skin, you need to attach a mark of metal locking to the hide. Most hunters connect through evidence of sex (penis vaginal or vaginal opening). Once you have the bear hide in the camp, trim as much fat and meat as possible. Spread the bear (preferably under the
shelter) and keep it as drier as possible. If you are going to be in the area for a few days, and cover the meat side of the table salt about 3/4 deep. Rock salt will not penetrate. Forty pounds of salt will adequately preserve the average skin size. If you are going to be in this area for more than a few days, you should also split your lips, turn your ears and remove
the pads. It requires patience and previous experiences are beneficial. Divide the lips begin on the inner gum line. Do not cut the outer part of the lips. Cuts in the dark pigmented skin of the nose, lips, and around the eyes are difficult for the taxidermist to repair. Ears must be turned and cartilage left attached. A small narrow knife with a blade pocket is
required for this work. The feet must be difficult and cut off at the last joint of the legs. Wrap salt in your lips, nose, ears and nose. After a day or so hide can be exhausted and re-salted. It can then be rolled and stored in a poasing or canvas bag, or spread in a cool dry place. Do not store hides in airtless bags, containers or expose to direct sunlight. Are there
any cabins available, or do I need to bring a tent? The shelter is the first consideration when hunting for Kodiak. Rain, snow and strong winds can be expected in any period. Temperatures can drop by up to 0°F during autumn. Spring temperatures are usually from the mid-30s to 50°F. A limited number of rooms on Kodiak Island are available to the public.
Questions should be made at Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge, 1390 Buskin River Road, Kodiak, Alaska 99615. Public cabins on Shuyak and Afognak can be booked by contacting the Alaskan Parks Division sr. 3800, Kodiak, Alaska 99615. Several cottages and Native Corporations also provide hunting accommodation. However, there are not enough kachts.
Designed to withstand strong winds with a separate rainforest, the Kodiak hunting camp is needed. Expedition-type tents designed for extreme weather conditions encountered by climbers are the best. A smaller tent will come ins a good way if you decide to make a spike camp. What other equipment should I bring with me? Kodiak is a subarctic marine
environment and you can expect it to be cold and humid. Hypothermia is a constant threat in this climate. Get the best raingear you can afford. Wear wool or synthetic fleece under rain cover, as these fabrics retain warmth even on wet roads. Fabric-fitted hip shoes and a pair of rubber bottoms pac shoes or waterproof leather/gore-tex shoes are
recommended foot gear. Waterproof telescopes and variable rifle ranges are standard equipment for hunting bears. The range of spotting with a small tripod or clamp for the package frame is Featured. High quality frame packs will be useful for transporting your personal equipment, and you need to pack a bear to hide. The hide can weigh more than 100
pounds., and the skull adds 25 pounds. A small pocket compass, waterproof matches, a knife, grinding, a first aid kit, signalling equipment and a small flashlight should always be carried. Topographic area map and GPS (with spare batteries) can also be beneficial. You can get these maps in Kodiak or by mail from the U.S. Geological Survey. Mobile phones
are limited use to Kodiak, with coverage being limited to the immediate vicinity of Kodiak City. Satellite phones are the most reliable form of communication, although marine and air VHF radios can be useful. Remember, it is against state regulations to use any radio communication to assist in the persecution or hunting of large game animals. Gas stoves, oil
heaters or catalytic heaters are recommended for cooking or heat, since wood in this area is often wet and difficult to burn. Smoke can also scare bears from your hunting ground. If you have a fire, never leave it unattended, because even on Kodiak wild fires are easy to start on dry days. A lantern, flashlight and emergency signal flares should be included in
your camp delivery as well as a comprehensive first aid kit. Rubber raft with small outboard is convenient in protected coastal areas and larger lakes. When planning your camp menu, include enough food for a few extra days. Weather conditions can prevent you from being picked up in time. Don't store food in your tent! Several bear hunters returned from a
long day of hunting only to find their camp in ruins. Use odour-resistant containers and try to separate your cooking and sleeping equipment. Thoroughly burn garbage and garbage if you can. Store waste that cannot be burned in odour-resistant containers and bring it back to the city for disposal. Portable electric fences can help keep your camp safe while
you're away or asleep. More information is available in live with seciton bears on our website. What is sealing a bear and what do I need to do before I leave Kodiak Island after my hunting? If you collect a brown bear in the Kodiak archipelago, the bear's stash and skull must be sealed at the Alaska Department of Fish and Game in Kodiak before leaving the
island. Sealing means that an authorised ADF&amp;G representative places a plastic lockable seal on the animal skin and skull. Hunters must personally bring a bear stash and skull to kodiak's office. Hunters who are not permanent residents can bring the stash in person or fill out a temporary form to seal and have a registered guide to bring their bear stash
and skull to seal. The sealing officer asks questions about when, where and how the animal was taken, and will measure the skull and take a small premolar tooth to determine age. The seal must remain until the egg baby is preserved until the stash and skull are preserved. If you are not successful, successful, report in person, but you must call the
ADF&amp;G office (486-1880) to let us know that you have completed your hunt. Please fill in the hunting report card provided by your hunting information and send it back to us. What documents have been written about the management of brown bear hunting on Kodiak Island? See Van Daele, L.J. and V.G. Barnes Jr. 2010. Management of brown bear
hunting on Kodiak Island, Alaska. (PDF 1,330 KB) Scandinavian Bear Conference. Rovdjurscentrum Orsa Grönklitt. Orsa, Sweden. From 1 January 2010. What else should I know about brown Kodiak bears? For more information about Kodiak bears, see the Brown Bear profile. If you have any further questions about your hunting, please contact us:
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